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Treatment Appoints Drew Zimmerman to its Board of Directors  
 

Vancouver, B.C. March 7, 2022 - Treatment.com International Inc. (“Treatment” or the “Company”) (CSE: 

TRUE; OTC: TREIF; FFA 939), a global healthcare technology company that has developed a next 

generation AI platform to help patients and caregivers around the world make better health decisions, is 

pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Drew Zimmerman to the Board of Directors of the Company.  

Mr. Zimmerman has been involved in public markets for ten years, eight of which were at a National 

brokerage firm as an Investment and Commodity Advisor before becoming a Derivatives Portfolio 

Manager. In that role Mr. Zimmerman has provided commodity and financial market analysis on BNN, 

Moneytalks Radio, HoweStreet Radio and at Investment Conferences. Mr. Zimmerman is a CFA® charter 

holder and holds a Bachelor of Commerce in International Business from the University of Victoria. 

About Treatment.com 

Treatment.com is a disruptive healthcare technology company harnessing the power of AI to help global 

citizens improve their health through personalized recommendations and insights. Based in Vancouver 

with a US subsidiary, the company spent the last five years working with a team of world-class doctors, 

engineers, mathematicians, and AI specialists to develop a sophisticated and scalable AI engine that 

leverages the most robust, personalized data to generate highly predictive and accurate insights. 

Treatment.com is the company behind the new release of the Treatment Digital Health App. This doctor-

built app is driven by an intelligent digital health assistant which will empower people to take control of 

their health. Doctors are encouraged to apply for NFT and blockchain rewards for contributing to 

Treatment’s growing compendium of medical knowledge housed in its proprietary Global Library of 

Medicine. 

For more investor information on Treatment.com please visit https://treatment.com/investors/. 
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